Press Release
zetVisions SPoT 3.2 Achieves Certified Integration with SAP®
S/4HANA
Master data management solution zetVisions SPoT helps provide companies
with reliable and up-to-date information regarding their master data
Heidelberg, May 12, 2016 – Heidelberg-based zetVisions AG announced today that
its zetVisions SPoT 3.2 (Single Point of Truth) solution has achieved SAP-certified
integration SAP® S/4HANA on-premise edition 1511.

Monika Pürsing, CEO of zetVisions AG, explained: “This certification means that
companies that rely on zetVisions SPoT can have the assurance that it interoperates
with SAP S/4HANA.”
zetVisions SPoT is based on the SAP NetWeaver® technology platform and has
already achieved certified for integration with SAP NetWeaver 7.40. The software is
designed to assist companies with the complex task of professionally managing their
data quality for different master data domains in a sustainable manner. Using
zetVisions SPoT, companies can establish a standardized, reliable and up-to-date
database for the entire company group, a “single point of truth” for customer,
supplier, financial, product and all other types of master data. As a result, processes
of maintaining data can be made more efficient and the solution ensures a complete
transparency and documentation of the distribution and use of master data.
Renowned clients from a variety of industries, ranging from medium-sized family-run
businesses to numerous corporations listed on the DAX and MDAX indices, rely on
the zetVisions solution portfolio in the field of legal entity management and master
data management.

About zetVisions:

Based in Heidelberg, Germany, zetVisions AG specializes in developing and implementing state-of-the-art IT
solutions for the management of master data and legal entities. A total of 200 clients in Europe, including
numerous DAX and MDAX companies as well as medium-sized family-owned companies, now use the solutions
that are supported by 75 in-house employees.
With its expertise acquired from more than 400 successful projects zetVisions AG is Europe’s largest provider for
applications in the field of legal entity management and therefore represents the leading competence center for
this topic.
Since 2001, zetVisions AG has been developing solutions based on SAP software and has managed to
successfully run a large number of master data projects. In 2012, the company transferred this extensive
knowledge into a new solution for master data management called "zetVisions SPoT."
For more information, please visit our website www.zetvisions.com.
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